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ABSTRACT
We present QSFit , a new software package to automatically perform the analysis
of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) optical spectra. The software provides luminosity
estimates for the AGN continuum, the Balmer continuum, both optical and UV iron
blended complex, host galaxy and emission lines, as well as width, velocity o�set and
equivalent width of 20 emission lines.

Improving on a number of previous studies on AGN spectral analysis, QSFit �ts
all the components simultaneously, using an AGN continuum model which extends
over the entire available spectrum, and is thus a probe of the actual AGN continuum
whose estimates are scarcely inuenced by localized features (e.g. emission lines) in
the spectrum.

We used QSFit to analyze 71,251 optical spectra of Type 1 AGN atz < 2
(obtained by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, SDSS) and to produce a publicly available
catalog of AGN spectral properties. Such catalog allowed us (for the �rst time) to
estimate the AGN continuum slope and the Balmer continuum luminosity on a very
large sample, and to show that there is no evident correlation between these quantities
the redshift.

All data in the catalog, the plots with best �tting model and residuals, and the
IDL code we used to perform the analysis, are available on a dedicated website. The
whole �tting process is customizable for speci�c needs, and can be extended to an-
alyze spectra from other data sources. The ultimate purpose ofQSFit is to allow
astronomers to run standardized recipes to analyze the AGN data, in a simple, repli-
cable and shareable way.

Key words: methods: data analysis, catalogues, galaxies: active, quasars: emission
lines

1 INTRODUCTION

Statistical studies on large samples of Active Galactic Nu-
clei (AGN) have proven to be valuable tools to understand
the AGN phenomenon (e.g. Khachikian & Weedman 1974;
Kellermann et al. 1989; Sanders et al. 1989; Urry & Padovani
1995).

The ongoing and future large{scale extragalactic sur-
veys require more appropriate, rapid, and exible tools to
properly reduce and statistically analyze the vast amounts of
already available and incoming data. For AGN, some exam-
ples of key quantities to extract from the data are the com-
posite broad{band SEDs (Elvis et al. 1994; Richards et al.

? E-mail: calderone@oats.inaf.it

2006), composite optical/UV spectra (Francis et al. 1991;
Vanden Berk et al. 2001; Telfer et al. 2002), or the compila-
tion of catalogs of spectral properties (e.g. Shen et al. 2011).
These works allow to highlight speci�c features of large sam-
ples, which are typically hidden when considering individual
sources.

The data analysis procedures employed so far, even
if meticulously described, have been very often based on
\private" algorithms, which do not allow other research
groups to replicate the analysis, check for inconsistencies,
customize the procedure for speci�c needs, or apply the anal-
ysis recipes to new data (e.g. Vestergaard et al. 2008; Shen
et al. 2011). Nevertheless, the employed software is (at least)
good enough to produce results worth a publication, there-
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2 G. Calderone et al.

fore it is likely good enough to be publicly released.1 More-
over, the availability of a well tested software to perform
data analysis may help to standardize the analysis recipes,
which would otherwise be heterogeneously developed, and
the results possibly hard to compare directly. In the �eld
of X{ray data analysis, a very important example of such
a standardization is the XSPEC package,2 which allowed
researchers to focus on the interpretation of results, instead
of dealing with the many technical details of the analysis
procedures.

In the �eld of optical/UV AGN spectral analysis there
is not yet a commonly accepted and widely used software
tool to estimate the relevant spectral quantities, namely the
AGN continuum luminosities, the slopes, the emission line
widths, luminosities, equivalent widths etc. although several
works have tackled the problem of estimating these quan-
tities. For instance the software by Calistro Rivera et al.
(2016) requires data from IR to X{rays and does not provide
emission lines estimates. The works by Boroson & Green
(1992) and Shen et al. (2011) provide the same estimates
provided by QSFit , but they did not release the software
code. Finally, general purpose packages such as SPECFIT
(Kriss 1994) provide just the basic �tting functionalities,
but do they lack a complete analysis recipe to go from the
spectrum in the FITS �le to the �nal estimate of a spectral
quantities.

In this work we present, and make publicly available
to the community, our new and extensively tested software
named QSFit (Quasar Spectral Fitting package). In its �rst
release (version 1.2) the software provides estimates of the
spectral quantities by simultaneously �tting all components
(AGN continuum, Balmer continuum, emission lines, host
galaxy, iron blended lines) of the observed optical spectrum.
The software is written in IDL , and it is released under
the GPL license (x2). It currently only operates on spec-
tra observed by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, Data Release
10 (SDSS{DR103) and works non{interactively, in order to
provide the simplest possible interface to the user. However,
QSFit can be customized for speci�c needs, and can be ex-
tended to analyze spectra from other data sources or other
detectors, e.g. to perform a spectral analysis using both op-
tical and UV data. The ultimate purpose of QSFit is to
allow astronomers to run standardized recipes to analyze
the AGN data in a simple, replicable and shareable way.

In this work we also present a catalog of spectral quanti-
ties obtained by running QSFit on a sample of 71,251 Type
1 AGN at z < 2 observed by SDSS{DR10. All data in the
catalog, as well as the plots with best �tting model and resid-
uals, the IDL code required to replicate all our data analysis,
are available online.4 Our catalog is similar to the one from
Shen et al. (2011, hereafter S11), although the data analysis
follows a di�erent approach ( x4). Moreover, we perform a
comparison of our results with those from S11 in order to
assess the reproducibility of the results in both catalogs, and
discuss the di�erences. Finally, we check whether the AGN

1 http://www.nature.com/news/2010/101013/full/467753a.
html
2 https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec/
3 https://www.sdss3.org/dr10/
4 http://qsfit.inaf.it/

continuum slopes with QSFit show any evolution with the
redshift.

This paper is organized as follows: in x2 we present the
QSFit software in detail; in x3 we discuss the Type 1 AGN
sample and the data analysis employed to build the QSFIT
catalog; in x4 we compare our results with those of S11; in
x5 we discuss our results and inx6 we draw our conclusions.
Finally, in xB we describe the procedures forQSFit instal-
lation, usage and customization.

In this work we adopt a standard �CDM cosmology
with H 0 = 70 km s � 1 Mpc � 1 , 
 M = 0 :3 and 
 � = 0 :7
(exactly the same as S11).

2 QSFIT: QUASAR SPECTRAL FITTING
PROCEDURE

QSFit (version 1.2) is an IDL 5 package able to perform
AGN spectral analysis at optical/UV wavelengths. It is \free
software", 6 released under the GPL license, and available for
download on Github. 7

QSFit operates on the optical spectrum of a single
source and provides estimates of: AGN continuum luminosi-
ties and slopes at several rest frame wavelengths; Balmer
continuum luminosity; luminosities, widths and velocity o�-
sets of 20 emission lines (H� , H� m Mg ii , [O iii ], C iv , etc.);
luminosities of iron blended lines at optical and UV wave-
lengths; host galaxy luminosities at 5500�A (for sources with
z � 0:8). Beyond the spectral quantities, the software also
provides several \quality ags" to assess the reliability of
the results.

The purpose is similar to that of previous works on AGN
spectral analysis, but we followed a di�erent approach: 8 in-
stead of focusing on a single emission line and estimate the
continuum in the surrounding region, we �t all the compo-
nents simultaneously using an AGN continuum component
which extends over the entire available spectrum. and is thus
a probe of the actual AGN continuum whose estimates are
scarcely inuenced by localized features in the spectrum.9

The model used to �t the data is a collection of several
\components", each representing a speci�c contribution to
the observed optical/UV spectrum. The list of components
currently employed is:

5 The QSFit project started a few years ago, when the IDL lan-
guage seemed the most viable option because of its widespread
usage in the astronomy community. Today, Python appears more
appropriate since it would allow QSFit to be a complete open
source solution. Hence, we started the Python porting, which will
however maintain most of QSFit current architecture in order to
facilitate the transition to Python even to those who will start
using QSFit in its IDL version.
6 https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html
7 https://github.com/gcalderone/qsfit
8 see also Vestergaard et al. (2008); Shen & Liu (2012).
9 In the few cases where this approach is not appropriate (because
of peculiar continuum shapes, strong absorptions or atypical iron
emission patterns), the user can customize the source code to
�nd a sensible �t. In our catalog ( x3) we excluded the sources
with z > 2 (since their continuum cannot be �t with a single
power law) and the BAL sources (to avoid strong absorptions).
The goodness of the �t for the remaining cases can be inspected
by checking the � 2 of the �t and the plots.
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(i) AGN continuum ( x2.2): we use a single power{law to
describe the AGN continuum over the entire (rest{frame)
wavelength coverage (Cristiani & Vio 1990);

(ii) Balmer continuum ( x2.3): we follow the recipe by
Grandi (1982) and Dietrich et al. (2002) to model the Balmer
continuum. We also account for the high order Balmer lines
(7 � n � 50, i.e. H� and higher) which are not �tted in-
dividually, using the line ratios given in Storey & Hummer
(1995);

(iii) host galaxy ( x2.4): we use the template of an ellip-
tical galaxy component to account for the host galaxy con-
tribution (this component is relevant only for sources with
z � 0:8);

(iv) iron blended emission lines (x2.5): we used the iron
template from V�eron-Cetty et al. (2004) and Vestergaard &
Wilkes (2001) at optical and UV wavelengths respectively;

(v) emission lines (x2.6): we used a Gaussian pro�le to
represent all the emission lines (both \narrow" and \broad")
in the spectrum. Beyond the \known" emission lines ex-
pected to be relevant in the considered wavelength range
(see Tab. 1), we also considered a list of \unknown" emis-
sion lines, i.e. priori not associated to any known line ( x2.7).
By considering these additional components we may account
for the lack of an iron template in the wavelength range
3100{3500�A, or for asymmetric pro�les in known emission
lines.

The actual model is the sum of all the above mentioned
components. No absorption line is considered, since its pa-
rameters would be highly degenerate with either the host
galaxy or the emission lines.

QSFit relies on the MPFIT 10 (Markwardt 2009) pro-
cedure as minimization routine: during the �tting process
the component's parameters are varied until the di�erences
between the data and the model are minimized, following
a Levenberg{Marquardt least{squares minimization algo-
rithm.

Currently, QSFit operates only on SDSS{DR10 spec-
tra of sources whose redshift isz < 2 (to avoid the absorp-
tions troughs in the neighborhood of the hydrogen Lyman{ �
line). The whole analysis process is tuned to operate on the
SDSS spectra and to generate theQSFITcatalog (x3), but
it can be modi�ed to analyze spectra from other sources or
to customize the �tting recipe ( xB). The details of the �t
procedure are discussed inx2.8.

2.1 Units

The units and symbols used throughout the paper are as
follows:

� � [�A]: wavelength;
� � [Hz]: frequency;
� L � [1042 erg s� 1 �A � 1 ]: luminosity density;
� L [1042 erg s� 1 ]: emission line integrated luminosity,

continuum �L � or �L � luminosities, etc.;
� � � AGN spectral slope, de�ned as L � / � � � ;
� � min and � max [�A]: minimum and maximum rest frame

wavelength for a speci�c spectrum;

10 http://www.physics.wisc.edu/ ~craigm/idl/fitting.html

� FWHM and V o� [km s� 1 ]: full width at half maximum
and velocity o�set of emission lines. Both values are calcu-
lated as the width/displacement of the emission line, nor-
malized by the reference wavelength, and multiplied by the
speed of light. Positive values of Vo� means the line is blue{
shifted.

All quantities are given in the source rest frame.

2.2 AGN continuum

The AGN broad{band continuum is modeled as a power law
in the form:

L � = A
�

�
� b

� � �

(1)

where � b is a reference break wavelength,A is the luminosity
density at � = � b and � � is the spectral slope at � � � b .
In the current QSFit implementation the A parameter is
constrained to be positive; � b is �xed to be in the middle of
the available spectral wavelength range; � � is constrained in
the range [� 3, 1].

The AGN continuum component extends through the
whole observed wavelength, hence the luminosity and slopes
estimates are scarcely inuenced by localized features in the
spectrum, and are assumed to be reliable probes of the ac-
tual shape of the \real" AGN continuum.

If the spectral coverage is su�ciently large the single
power law model may not be suitable to �t the data. In
these cases the continuum component can be customized to
behave as a smoothly broken power law model (seexB5). For
the QSFITcatalog we chose to use a simple power law since
the SDSS spectral coverage provides only weak constraints
to a second power law component. Note also that when the
SDSS data are used and the host galaxy is signi�cantly more
luminous than the AGN continuum the slope parameter be-
comes highly degenerate with the galaxy normalization, and
the two parameters can not be reliably constrained. This oc-
cur typically for sources with z � 0:6 (Fig. 19), hence for
these sources we �x the continuum slope to � � = � 1:7, i.e.
the average value for the sources with z � 0:7 (see Fig. 21
and discussion in x5.3).

2.3 Balmer continuum and pseudo{continuum

The Balmer continuum (Wills et al. 1985) is modeled ac-
cording to Grandi (1982); Dietrich et al. (2002):

L � = A � B � (Te)

(

1 � exp

"

� BE

�
�

� BE

� 3
#)

(2)

where A is the luminosity density at 3000 �A, in units of the
continuum ( x2.2) luminosity density at the same wavelength,
B � (Te) is the black body function at the electron temper-
ature Te, � BE is the optical depth at the Balmer edge and
� BE is the edge wavelength (3645�A). To avoid degenera-
cies among parameters we �xed the electron temperature at
Te = 15 ; 000 K and � BE = 1 (Dietrich et al. 2002). Also, we
de�ned the Balmer continuum normalization in terms of the
continuum luminosity at 3000 �A since we expect the former
to be a fraction of the latter, and this parametrization allows
to always start with a reasonable guess parameter (A = 0 :1).

The QSFit Balmer component also accounts for high

c 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000 , 1{29
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4 G. Calderone et al.

Figure 1. Plot of the Balmer continuum (at wavelengths shorter
than the edge, 3645�A) and pseudo{continuum template (at wave-
lengths longer than the edge). The latter is the super{position of
high order Balmer lines (7 � n � 50, i.e. H� and higher). The ra-
tio R of the pseudo{continuum to continuum luminosities at the
Balmer edge is a free parameter in the �t. In the above plot two
ratios are shown: 1 (red) and 0.5 (blue). The two templates over-
laps at wavelengths shorter than the edge, hence only the blue is
visible.

order Balmer lines (7 � n � 50, i.e. H� and higher) which
are not �tted individually ( x2.6) and blends into a Balmer
\pseudo{continuum" at wavelengths longer than 3645 �A.
The line ratios are taken from Storey & Hummer (1995), for
a �xed electron density of 10 9 cm� 3 and a temperature of
15,000 K. The luminosity ratio R of the high order blended
line complex to the Balmer continuum (at the Balmer edge)
is a free parameter in the �t.

The whole component (sum of Balmer continuum and
high order lines) is �nally broadened by a Gaussian pro�le
of 5000 km s� 1 . A plot of the Balmer template, for two val-
ues of the ratio of the high order blended line complex to
the Balmer continuum (1 and 0.5 respectively) is shown in
Fig. 1. The electron temperature and density, optical depth
at Balmer edge and width of broadening pro�les are �xed
by default, but can be left free to vary for speci�c purposes.
Also, for sources with z � 1:1 we observe the spectrum
at wavelengths shorter than � 4000�A, i.e. we miss the most
characterizing part of the Balmer continum. At � � 3500�A
the Balmer continuum resembles a simple power law, and it
would become degenerate with the continuum component.
Therefore we �xed A = 0 :1 and R = 0.3 for sources with
z � 1:1 (see Fig. 23).

2.4 Host galaxy

The host galaxy may contribute to the observed luminosity
of an AGN, especially at optical/IR wavelengths. It is there-
fore necessary to disentangle its contribution from the AGN
continuum to provide reliable estimates of the latter (e.g.
Vestergaard et al. 2008). The galaxy spectra typically show
a change of slope at 4000�A, corresponding to the Wien's
tail of black body spectra from stars, as shown in Fig. 2.
This change of slope can be detected in SDSS spectra of
low{luminosity, low redshift ( z � 0:8) AGN (e.g. Fig. 3 in
Calderone et al. 2012) and can be used in automatic �tting
procedures to estimate the host galaxy contribution.

Figure 2. The normalized elliptical galaxy template from Pol-
letta et al. (2007) used to model the host galaxy emission.

In the current QSFit implementation we used a simu-
lated 5 Gyr old elliptical galaxy template (Silva et al. 1998;
Polletta et al. 2007) with a normalization factor as the only
parameter. The template is normalized to have luminosity
density of 1 at 5500�A, hence the value of the normaliza-
tion parameter is the luminosity density of the host galaxy
at 5500�A. We chose the elliptical template since luminous
AGN (as those considered in the QSFIT catalog, x3) are
likely hosted in elliptical galaxies (e.g. Floyd et al. 2004). For
sources with z > 0:8 we disabled the host galaxy component
since the SDSS rest frame spectral range covers wavelengths
shorter than 5000�A, providing weak constraints on the host
galaxy component.

Our approach in �tting the host galaxy contribution
with a single template is clearly simplistic, but it allowed us
to homogeneously analyze a very large sample. More sophis-
ticated AGN/host galaxy decomposition methods have been
proposed by other authors (e.g. Barth et al. 2015; Matsuoka
et al. 2015), and could in principle be used also with QSFit
by customizing it for speci�c needs ( xB).

2.5 Blended iron lines

Modeling of both broad and narrow (permitted and forbid-
den) iron lines is essential for a proper estimate of broad{
band continuum and contaminated lines (such as Mg ii and
H� ), especially if the source shows small widths of broad
lines (Boroson & Green 1992). In the current QSFit im-
plementation we used the iron template of Vestergaard &
Wilkes (2001) at UV wavelengths, and the iron template of
V�eron-Cetty et al. (2004) at optical wavelengths.

2.5.1 Iron emission lines at optical wavelengths

At optical wavelengths we used the spectral decomposition
of I Zw 1 made by V�eron-Cetty et al. (2004), spanning the
wavelength range from 3500 to 7200�A (rest frame).

To compare the observed data with the optical iron tem-
plate we prepared a grid of templates, each with its own
value of FWHM. To generate each template we sum a Gaus-
sian pro�le (of the given FWHM) for each line listed in tables
A.1 and A.2 of V�eron-Cetty et al. (2004) (excluding the hy-
drogen Balmer lines). The relative line intensities are �xed

c 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000 , 1{29
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Figure 3. Three examples of narrow (upper panel) and broad
(lower panel) optical iron templates used in the �t. These tem-
plates were obtained by summing a Gaussian line pro�le for each
entry in tables A.1 and A.2 of V�eron-Cetty et al. (2004) (exclud-
ing the hydrogen Balmer lines). The FWHM of the template is
the FWHM of the Gaussian pro�le used to generate the template.
All these templates are normalized to 1.

to those reported in the tables, 11 and the �nal template is
normalized to 1. Hence, the model parameters are the width
of the lines (which identi�es a template in our grid) and its
overall normalization. The \broad" and \narrow" templates
(tables A.1 and A.2 respectively) are kept separated, each
with its own parameters. The FWHM in our grid vary from
103 to 104 km s� 1 for the broad templates, and from 10 2

to 103 km s� 1 for the narrow templates. A plot of the iron
template, for three values of FWHM (10 3 , 3� 103 and 104

km s� 1) is shown in Fig. 3. The iron emission at optical
wavelengths is typically weak, and the SDSS spectral reso-
lution is not su�cient to provide robust constraints to the
FWHM values, hence we keep it �xed at 3000 km s � 1 for the
broad component and to 500 km s� 1 for the narrow com-
ponent. These constraints can be relaxed when using data
with higher spectral resolution.

2.5.2 Iron emission lines at UV wavelengths

We considered the \B" template and the FeII UV191 and
FeIII UV47 multiplets of the iron template described in

11 We considered only the William Herschel Telescope (WHT)
intensities

Figure 4. Three examples of the broadened and normalized UV
iron templates. These templates were obtained by convolving the
original iron template in Vestergaard & Wilkes (2001) with a
Gaussian of FWHM equal to 10 3 , 3 � 103 and 2 � 104 km s� 1

respectively.

Vestergaard & Wilkes (2001), spanning the wavelength
range from 1250�A to 3090�A. The original template is based
on the observations of I Zw 1, whose FWHM of broad lines is
900 km s� 1 . To adapt the template to sources with broader
emission lines we prepared a grid of broadened templates
by convolving the original one with a set of Gaussian pro-
�les, whose FWHM range from 10 3 to 2� 104 km s� 1 . In this
case there is no separation between \broad" and \narrow"
contributions since the original template in Vestergaard &
Wilkes (2001) is the sum of both. A plot of the template,
for three values of FWHM (10 3 , 3� 103 and 2� 104 km s� 1)
is shown in Fig. 4.

The model parameters are the equivalent width (inte-
grated over the whole wavelength range 1250�A to 3090�A)
and the FWHM of the pro�le used to broaden the template.
The FWHM values are constrained in the range 103{104 km
s� 1 . The SDSS spectral resolution is not su�cient to pro-
vide robust constraints to the FWHM value, hence we keep
it �xed at 3000 km s � 1 . This constraint can be relaxed when
using data with higher spectral resolution. Also, for sources
with z � 0:4 we �x the iron UV equivalent width to 138 �A
(i.e. the median of the values measured at larger redshifts)
since only a small part of the whole template is visible, and
the iron normalization would become degenerate with the
continuum slope. Moreover �xing the UV iron helps in con-
straining the continuum slope to have similar distributions
at redshifts below and above 0.4.

2.6 Main emission lines

The broad and narrow emission lines considered in QSFit
are shown in Tab. 1. Each line is modeled with a Gaussian
pro�le, whose �tting parameters are the total (integrated)
line luminosity, the FWHM and velocity o�set (with respect
to the reference wavelength) of the line pro�le. The FWHM
of narrow and broad lines is constrained in the range [102 ,
2� 103 ] km s� 1 and [9� 102 , 1.5� 104 ] km s� 1 respectively.
The velocity o�set of narrow and broad lines is constrained
in the range � 103 km s� 1 and � 3� 103 km s� 1 respectively.
For the H � and H� emission lines we used both a broad
and narrow components, but we had to limit the FWHM of
the narrow component to [102 , 103 ] km s� 1 to allow a good

c 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000 , 1{29



6 G. Calderone et al.

Table 1. The list of all the considered emission lines. The third
column ( type) tells whether the line is modeled with a broad (B),
narrow (N) component. The fourth column ( Field name ) shows
the pre�x of the FITS column name for each considered emission
line. The H � line is modeled with three components to account
for the very broad feature below that line.

Line Wavelength [ �A] Type Field name
Si iv 1399.8 B br_siiv_1400
C iv 1549.48 B br_civ_1549
C iii ] 1908.734 B br_ciii_1909
Mg ii 2799.117 B br_mgii_2798
[Ne vi ] 3426.85 N na_nevi_3426
[O ii ] 3729.875 N na_oii_3727
[Ne iii ] 3869.81 N na_neiii_3869
H� 4102.89 B br_hd
H 4341.68 B br_hg
H� 4862.68 B br_hb

N na_hb
[O iii ] 4960.295 N na_oiii_4959
[O iii ] 5008.240 N na_oiii_5007
He i 5877.30 B br_hei_5876
[N ii ] 6549.86 N na_nii_6549
H� 6564.61 B br_ha

N na_ha
(see text) line_ha_base

[N ii ] 6585.27 N na_nii_6583
[Si ii ] 6718.29 N na_sii_6716
[Si ii ] 6732.67 N na_sii_6731

decomposition of the line pro�le. Also, we had to limit the
Mg ii broad component velocity o�set to � 103 km s� 1 to
avoid degeneracies with the UV iron template. Finally, we
used three components to �t the H � to account for the very
broad feature below that line. The FWHM of the H � \base"
line is constrained in the range [104 , 3 � 104 ] km s� 1 .

A line component is ignored if the resulting line pro-
�le would fall outside (even partially) the available wave-
length range. Moreover, a line component is ignored if the
amount of dropped spectral channels (whose quality mask
is not 0, x2.8.1), in the wavelengths relevant to the emission
line, exceeds 40%. These precautions were taken to ensure
the emission line parameters can actually be constrained by
the available data.

2.7 \Unknown" emission lines

Beyond the \known" emission lines ( x2.6) expected to be rel-
evant in any AGN, we also considered a list of 10 \unknown"
emission lines, i.e. not a priori associated to any known line.
These emission lines are added after all the other compo-
nents (see x2.8), and their initial wavelength is set at the
position where there is the maximum positive residual. By
considering these further components we may account for
the lack of an iron template in the wavelength range 3100{
3500�A, or for asymmetric pro�les in known emission lines.

2.8 Fitting procedure and data reduction

In this section we describe the spectral analysis procedure,
which runs through four distinct steps: (i) preparation of the
spectrum, (ii) model �tting, and (iii) data reduction.

2.8.1 Spectrum preparation

The current QSFit implementation operates only on spectra
observed by the the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, data release
10 (SDSS{DR10, York et al. 2000; Ahn et al. 2014).

To prepare the spectrum we drop the 100 spectral chan-
nels at the beginning and end of each spectrum to avoid arti-
facts from instrument or pipeline. Then we drop the spectral
channels whose quality mask is not equal to zero. If the re-
maining \good" channels accounts for less than 75% of the
original channels, corresponding to � 2700 channels,QSFit
issues an error and skips the analysis. In the vast majority
of cases the �nal wavelength range in the observer frame is
� 4150{8740�A, and the number of channels is � 3450. The
spectral resolution is � 150 km s� 1 .

The spectrum is corrected for Galactic extinction us-
ing the CCM parametrization by Cardelli et al. (1989)
and O'Donnell (1994), assuming a total selective extinction
A(V) / E(B-V) = 3.1. We neglected any intrinsic (i.e. rest
frame) reddening of the spectrum since most of sources show
small or no reddening at all (e.g. Grupe et al. 2010). To build
the QSFITcatalog (x3) we used the same color excess and
redshift estimates as S11. Finally, the spectrum is trans-
formed to the rest frame using the redshift estimate. The
�tting process is performed by comparing the data and the
model, in units of 1042 erg s� 1 �A � 1 .

2.8.2 Model �tting

The �tting process occurs by varying the component pa-
rameters until the � 2 , as obtained by comparing the data
and the model, is minimized. The minimization procedure
follows a Levenberg{Marquardt algorithm, hence the result
may depend signi�cantly from the initial (guess) parameter
values. In order to develop an \automatic" spectral analy-
sis (without human intervention) we should �nd a proper
way to get rid of such dependency on initial parameters.
We found that a promising approach is to build the model
step by step, i.e. by iteratively adding a component and re{
running the minimization procedure.

In the following we will discuss the �ve steps involved
in the �tting process. The plots of data, model and residuals
at each step of the �tting procedure are shown in Fig. 5. In
order to produce clearer plots all data, as well as the model,
were rebinned by a factor of 5. The analysis, however, has
been carried out at full resolution. Additionally, the catalog
browser web tools allows the user to view the data using any
rebinning factor.

(i) The �rst components being added are the AGN con-
tinuum (actually a power law, x2.2) and the host galaxy tem-
plate (x2.4). A �rst minimization is performed, which will
bring the \best �t" model to pass through the data, with-
out accounting for any emission line. The amount of positive
residuals, calculated as(data � model) / uncertainty , is ap-
proximately equal to the amount of negative residual.

(ii) In order to provide room for further components
(namely the emission lines) we lower the continuum nor-
malization until the positive residuals reach � 90%,12 and

12 Although there appear to be some arbitrariness in performing
this step, we found that the �nal results (after all the remaining
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�x all parameters of both AGN continuum and host galaxy
components for the next iterations.

(iii) We add the components for the iron templates at
UV and optical wavelength ( x2.5). The optical template is
enabled for sources with z . 1, while the UV iron template
is always enabled, although the equivalent width is �xed to
138�A if z < 0:4 (x2.5.2). Then we re{run the �tting process
by varying just the iron template parameters and we �x
them at their best �t values for the next iterations.

(iv) Now we add the \known" emission lines, and ensure
there are enough spectral channels to constrain the line pa-
rameters, otherwise the line is ignored (x2.8.1). After re{
running the minimization we �x all the emission line pa-
rameters for the next iterations.

(v) we iteratively add the \unknown" emission lines
(x2.7), i.e. lines which are not a{priori associated to any
speci�c transition. The center wavelength of these lines is
�rst set at the position of the maximum positive residual,
i.e. where most likely there is some further emission compo-
nent, and then left free to change during the �tting process.
We repeat this procedure up to 10 times. Finally we re{run
the �tting process with all parameters, for all components,
left free to vary. At the end we check which \unknown" line
component is actually required to provide a better �t: if the
line luminosity uncertainty is greater than 3 time the lumi-
nosity we disable the component and re{run the �t.

2.8.3 Data reduction

After the �tting process we use the resulting best �t param-
eter values to compile a list of spectral properties for the
source being analyzed. In a few cases a furtherreduction is
required to provide the �nal quantities. The details of the
reduction process are as follows:

� the AGN continuum and galaxy luminosities are esti-
mated directly on the continuum component values, in at
least six wavelengths, �ve of them equally spaced in the
(logarithmic) wavelength range [ � min +5%, � max � 5%]. We
restricted the range by 5% on both sides to avoid artifacts
at the edges of the available spectrum. The other estimates
are given at the �xed rest frame wavelengths 1450�A, 2245�A,
3000�A, 4210�A or 5100�A, depending on the source redshift;

� the \unknown" lines are associated to the \known"
emission lines if the center wavelength of the latter falls
within the FWHM of the former. The association is per-
formed only if the \unknown" line has a FWHM of at least
1000 km s� 1 and the \known" line being considered is a
broad line (narrow lines are always modeled with a single
component). If two or more emission lines components are
associated then we compute the total line pro�le as the sum
of individual line pro�les, and estimate the relevant quanti-
ties as follows:

{ the line luminosity is the sum of integrated luminosi-
ties of each component;

{ the FWHM is the full{width of the total pro�le at
half the maximum of the total pro�le peak;

steps have been performed) depends weakly on the fraction of
positive residuals, as long as the latter is above � 70%.

{ the velocity o�set is calculated by considering the o�-
set between the total pro�le peak position and the emis-
sion line reference wavelength;

The uncertainties on the luminosity is computed as the
weighted sum of the luminosity uncertainty on each com-
ponent. The uncertainties on FWHM and velocity o�set are
computed as the weighted average of the corresponding un-
certainties in the �t parameters, with the weight given by
the line intensities. These parameters are typically degener-
ate hence the uncertainties may be underestimated, seexB4
for a di�erent approach to estimate parameter uncertainties;

� beyond the spectral quantities, we also provide several
\quality ags" to assess the reliability of the automatic re-
sults. If a ag is raised for a given source then the corre-
sponding quantity should be used cautiously, and a visual
analysis of the spectrum is recommended. To produce the
plots in the following sections we considered only the sources
with no quality ag raised (i.e. whose quality ag is 0). The
list of all quality ags and their meaning is discussed in xA,
while the tables in xC summarize the fractions of sources
which raised a quality ag.

All quantities calculated by QSFit are described in xA.
The uncertainties provided by QSFit are calculated

using the Fisher matrix method (e.g. Heavens 2009; An-
drae 2010), by assuming Gaussian uncertainties in the SDSS
data, negligible correlation among model parameters, and
symmetric uncertainty intervals. These assumptions are not
always justi�able, hence QSFit uncertainties should be con-
sidered as rough estimates of parameter uncertainties. A
better approach, although signi�cantly more demanding in
terms of computational time, is to use the Monte Carlo re-
sampling method as discussed inxB4. In the following we
will always consider the Fisher matrix uncertainties provided
by QSFit .

2.9 QSFit plots

After analyzing the data QSFit produces two plots using
gnuplot .13 An example is shown in Fig. 6: the upper panel
shows the comparison between the SDSS data with their er-
ror bars (black vertical lines) and the QSFit model (orange
line); the lower panel shows the residuals (data minus model)
in unit of 1 � uncertainties in the data (black cross symbol)
and the cumulative � 2

red (red line, values on the right axis).
The upper panel also shows the individual component in the
QSFit model: the dashed red line is the continuum compo-
nent (x2.2), while the solid red line is the sum of continuum
and host galaxy components (x2.4); the dot{dashed green
line is the Balmer component ( x2.3); the solid green lines
are the optical ( x2.5.1) and UV ( x2.5.2) iron templates; the
sum of all broad and of all narrow emission line ( x2.6) com-
ponents are shown with blue and brown lines respectively.
The sum of all \unknown" lines ( x2.7) is shown with a pur-
ple solid line. The red squared and green circle symbols are
the continuum luminosity estimated by QSFit and S11 re-
spectively. The thick green line segments show the slopes
estimated by S11 (anchored on the short wavelength side on
QSFit continuum component).

13 http://gnuplot.info/
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8 G. Calderone et al.

Figure 5. The plots in the left column show the comparison between the data and the overall model, as the individual components are
being added. The �ve steps of the �tting procedure (corresponding to the �ve rows in the plots above) are described in x2.8.2. In order
to produce clearer plots, all data, as well as the model, were rebinned by a factor of 5. The �nal plot at full resolution is shown in Fig. 6.

c 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000 , 1{29



QSFit: automatic analysis of optical AGN spectra 9

Figure 6. Comparison of the QSFit model and SDSS data: the upper panel shows the comparison between the SDSS data with their
error bars (black vertical lines) and the QSFit model (orange line); the lower panel shows the residuals (data � model) in units of 1 �
uncertainties in the data (black cross symbol) and the cumulative � 2

red (red line, values on the right axis). The upper panel also shows
the individual components in the QSFit model: the dashed red line is the continuum component ( x2.2), while the solid red line is the
sum of continuum and host galaxy components ( x2.4); the dot{dashed green line is the Balmer component ( x2.3); the solid green lines
are the optical ( x2.5.1) and UV ( x2.5.2) iron templates; the sum of all broad and of all narrow emission line ( x2.6) components are shown
with blue and brown lines respectively. The sum of all \unknown" lines ( x2.7) is shown with a purple solid line. The red square and green
circle symbols are the continuum luminosity estimated by QSFit and S11 respectively. The thick green line segments show the slopes
estimated by S11 (anchored on the short wavelength side on QSFit continuum component).
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In the example shown in Fig. 6 the comparison between
the data and the QSFit model yield a � 2

red value of 1.19,
with 3248 degrees of freedom (DOF). Given the very high
number of DOF the probability of obtaining a worst � 2

red by
random uctuations is very low ( � 10� 5), hence the model
should actually be rejected on a statistical basis. Neverthe-
less a qualitative inspection shows that the residuals are
equally distributed on positive and negative values, and the
cumulative � 2

red line (red line in lower panel) do not shows
signi�cant \jumps" or discontinuities. Also, the spectral de-
composition of the H� and [O iii ] region, as well as the iron
emission, appear reasonable. Finally, the correlation among
parameters (xB4) implies that the actual number of DOF is
larger than the quantity spectrum channel � free parame-
ters, hence the quoted � 2 is actually an upper limit for the
actual value. In summary, we consider our spectral quanti-
ties reliable, even if the model should be rejected according
to the � 2

red goodness of �t test.

3 THE QSFITCATALOG

We used QSFit to analyze a subsample of the �fth edi-
tion of the SDSS quasar catalog Schneider et al. (2010),
i.e. the same sample analyzed by Shen et al. (2011, the
S11 catalog). We selected all the objects in the S11 cat-
alog whose redshift is < 2:05 and whose BALFLAGis set
to 0, i.e. they are not broad{absorption line quasars. This
amounts to 79,986 sources. Then we dropped all the sources
whose number of \good" spectral channels (quality mask=0)
was less than 75% (x2.8). The �nal sample comprises 71,251
sources, which make up the QSFITcatalog (version 1.2) of
spectral quantities. Fig. 7 shows the redshift distribution in
our sample (upper panel) and the distribution of the SDSS
ux density vs. its uncertainty (lower panel). The colors in
the 2{dimensional histogram in the lower panel of Fig. 7
represent the count densities. The bins drawn with a red
and blue palette contain respectively 40% and 70% of the
sources, the gray, red and blue ones (taken together) con-
tain 95% of the sources. The remaining 5% are shown with
individual dots. This color code is used for all the 2{D plots
in this paper.

For each source in our subsample we performed the
spectral analysis using the QSFit procedure and collected
all the results in the QSFITcatalog. A similar work has al-
ready been done by Shen et al. (2011), although with a
di�erent approach ( x4). In order to perform a meaningful
comparison of our results and those from S11 (x4) we used
exactly the same redshift and E(B � V) values used by S11, as
well as their cosmology (H 0 = 70 km s � 1 Mpc � 1 , 
 M = 0 :3
and 
 � = 0 :7).

In order to estimate the reliability of QSFit results we
performed a qualitative visual inspection of many of the QS-
Fit plots (x2.9) and found that our model usually provides
a rather good representation of the data. A quantitative as-
sessment of the agreement is given by the� 2

red values, whose
median value is 1.09 and is almost always smaller than 2
(Fig. 8, upper panel). The number of DOF is typically in
the range [3100, 3600] with a median value of 3380 (Fig. 8,
lower panel). Despite the rather low values of � 2

red the good-
ness of �t tests typically fails since the number of DOF is
very high. Hence the QSFit model is too simple to account

Figure 7. Distribution of redshift (upper panel) and SDSS ob-
served ux density vs. its uncertainty (lower panel). See x3 for
a description of the colors used in the 2{dimensional histogram.
The dotted, dashed and dot{dashed red lines are drawn in the
region of points whose relative uncertainty is 1%, 10% and 100%
respectively.

for all the details available in the data, and further compo-
nents are likely required (e.g. emission lines, improved iron
and host galaxy templates, etc.). Nevertheless, as discussed
in ( x2.9), a qualitative examination of the QSFit plots, as
well as a comparison with the S11 catalog (x4), typically en-
sure that the spectral quantities can be considered reliable
estimates. The \average" reliability of the QSFit estimates
can also be assessed by comparing the average SDSS spec-
tra with the average QSFit components (see Fig. 12 and
the discussion in x5.2).

Moreover, the current QSFit implementation aims to
provide a reasonably good �t of SDSS data in the vast ma-
jority of the cases. In order to provide a more accurate rep-
resentation of the data, the QSFit procedure can be cus-
tomized and tuned for the analysis of a speci�c source (xB).

The QSFITcatalog is available as a FITS �le 14 where
we report all the columns discussed in x2.8.3, as well as
all the columns from the S11 catalog. The QSFITcatalog is
also browsable through a web tool15 which allows the user
to search for a speci�c source, sort sources according to a
parameter, e.g. redshift, interactively browse the spectra in-
specting the various model components, eventually rebin-
ning the spectra, and �nally download the plots (comparison

14 http://qsfit.inaf.it/cat_1.2/fits/qsfit_1.2.fits
15 http://qsfit.inaf.it/
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Figure 8. Upper panel: distribution of reduced � 2
red in the QSFIT

catalog. Lower panel: distribution of number of spectral channels
in the SDSS data ( Ndata , red line) and of degrees of freedom in
the �t (DOF, blue line).

Figure 9. Distribution of elapsed time (in seconds) to perform a
QSFit analysis on a modern laptop.

of data and model, �t residuals) and the QSFit log �le for
a speci�c source. The rather low computational time ( � 7
seconds on a modern day laptop, Fig. 9) required to analyze
a source allows to re{run the analysis of individual source,
re{build the whole QSFITcatalog, expand it, etc., without
the need for expensive computational resources.

4 COMPARISON OF S11 AND QSFIT
CATALOGS

In this section we will compare our results with those from
Shen et al. (2011, S11) in order to assess the reliability of
QSFit results. Although the purpose of both the S11 and
QSFITcatalogs is similar, the adopted analysis algorithms
show signi�cant di�erences. The most relevant are:

� S11 evaluates the continuum underlying the emission
lines over a rather narrow wavelength range, in the neighbor-
hood of the line, whereas QSFit uses a continuum compo-
nent spanning the whole available wavelength range (x2.2);

� S11 �ts the continuum and iron contributions �rst, then
subtract them from the observed ux, and �nally �ts the
emission lines.QSFit follows a similar approach, but at the
last step all parameters (continuum + galaxy + iron + emis-
sion lines) are free to vary simultaneously;

� S11 neglects the host galaxy contamination while QS-
Fit uses an elliptical galaxy template to account for such
contribution ( x2.4);

� S11 uses the iron template from Boroson & Green
(1992) for the H� and H� emission lines, while QSFit uses
the template from V�eron-Cetty et al. (2004);

� S11 models the broad emission lines with either one, two
or three Gaussian pro�les, according to which case provide
the best �t. Also, the [O iii ]4959�A and [O iii ]5007�A are both
modeled with two Gaussian pro�les. QSFit always starts
with a single Gaussian pro�le for each broad and narrow
line. If an \unknown" emission line ( x2.7) lies su�ciently
close to a \known" line it can be associated to the latter
(x2.8.2) and the �nal pro�le may be modeled with more
than one Gaussian pro�le. Tab. C4 shows how many lines
were �tted with more than one component.

Despite the di�erences in the adopted analysis algo-
rithms, in several cases the spectral estimates in the S11
and QSFITcatalogs show a very good correlation, as is the
case for, e.g., the continuum luminosity estimates and the
C iv 1549�A, Mg ii 2798�A and H � 4861�A emission line lu-
minosities. Fig. 10 shows the comparison of QSFit and
S11 continuum luminosity estimates at 1350�A, 3000�A and
5100�A. The left panels show the 2{D histogram plots (see
x3 for a description of such plots) with QSFit values on the
X axis and S11 values on the Y axis (the red dashed line
is the equality line). The right panels show the comparisons
between the population distributions. The average and stan-
dard deviation of the di�erence between the two catalogs is
shown in the upper right corner. The estimates are compat-
ible in the two catalogs with a scatter of . 0.04 dex (� 10%)
over � 2 dex, except for the 5100�A case of low luminosity
AGN ( L 5100 . 1044:5 erg s� 1) since the host galaxy contri-
bution has been considered in QSFit but neglected in S11
(see alsox5.2).

Fig. 11 shows the same comparisons for the broad
component luminosities of C iv 1549�A, Mg ii 2798�A and
H� 4861�A emission lines: also in this case the correlation
is quite good, although the scattering is larger ( . 0:18 dex
� 50%) over � 2 dex. The most prominent di�erences are
in the C iv 1549�A and H � 4861�A emission lines, and are
mainly due to the di�erent continuum assumed below the
lines (x2.8). In QSFit such continuum is the sum of all the
components except the \known" emission lines. The relia-
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Figure 10. Comparison of QSFit and S11 continuum luminosity estimates at 1350 �A, 3000�A and 5100�A. The left panels show the 2{D
histogram plots (see x3 for a description of such plots) with QSFit values on the X axis and S11 values on the Y axis (the red dashed
line is the equality line). In the right panels we compare the distribution of the two populations. The average and standard deviation
of the di�erence between the two catalogs is shown in the upper right corner. The estimates are compatible in the two catalogs with a
scatter of . 0:04 dex (� 10%) over � 2 dex, except for the 5100 �A case of low luminosity AGN ( L 5100 . 1044:5 erg s� 1 ) since the host
galaxy contribution has been considered in QSFit but neglected in S11 (see also x5.2).

bility of such continuum can be inferred, at least on average,
by comparing the averaged SDSS de{reddened spectra (in
a narrow redshift bin) with the averaged sum of all QSFit
components except the \known" emission lines. Such com-
parison is shown in Fig. 12, with the averaged spectrum of
SDSS de{reddened spectra in the redshift bin z = 0 :3� 0:002
shown with a black line, and the average spectrum of the
sum of all QSFit components except the \known" emis-

sion lines shown with a blue line. The agreement between
the blue and black lines is remarkably good over the entire
wavelength range (except the regions of the main emission
line). Hence the blue line represent a reliable estimate of the
continuum below the line (at least on average). The aver-
aged (or composite) spectra are further discussed in x5.2.

The very good agreement in continuum and emission
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Figure 11. Comparison of QSFit and S11 broad component luminosities of C iv 1549�A, Mg ii 2798�A and H � 4861�A emission lines. The
plot meaning is the same as in Fig. 10. The most prominent di�erences are in the C iv 1549�A and H � 4861�A emission lines, mainly due
to the di�erent continuum subtraction methods ( x2.8).

line luminosities, spanning � 2 dex, stem from both an accu-
rate spectral analysis, and the relatively large redshift range
considered. Indeed, when considering quantities which do
not depend directly on redshift the correlation is worse, al-
though still present. This is the case for, e.g., the continuum
slopes (Fig. 13) and the emission line widths (Fig. 14). The
discrepancies are mainly due to the di�erent adopted algo-
rithms. For instance, in the case of continuum slopes, we
refer to the broad band continuum slopes, while S11 refer
to the local continuum in the neighborhood of an emission

line.16 Moreover, the emission line widths show a signi�cant
scattering ( . 0:16 dex, � 45%, over less than 1 dex) since the
line pro�le decomposition algorithm is very di�erent. These
�ndings show that estimating the emission line widths is not
a an easy and straightforward task, and the availability of a
commonly accepted procedure would be very useful.

16 The plots available in the QSFit web page allow for a quick
comparison of the spectral slopes of both the QSFITand S11 cat-
alogs.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the averaged spectrum of SDSS de{
reddened spectra in the redshift bin z = 0 :3 � 0:002 (black line)
with the average spectrum of the sum of all QSFit components
except the \known" emission lines (blue line). The agreement be-
tween the blue and black lines is remarkably good over the entire
wavelength range (except the regions of the main emission line).
Hence the blue line represent a reliable estimate of the continuum
below the line (at least on average).

The rather low average di�erences between the popula-
tions of luminosities and line widths discussed above allow
us to conclude that, at least on average, the QSFit esti-
mates are as reliable as the S11 ones. Since there is not yet
a complete understanding of the emission processes gener-
ating the broad band continuum or the emission lines, there
is not a clear way to prefer either the S11, QSFit , or any
other catalog. The advantage in using the QSFit one is sim-
ply that the analysis is performed in an automatic (i.e. fast
on large data sets), replicable and shareable way. Moreover
it allows users to customize and �ne tune the analysis for
speci�c sources.

5 DISCUSSION

The main purpose of the QSFIT catalog is to analyze the
average spectral properties of Type 1 AGNs by taking ad-
vantages of the large SDSS dataset, instead of focusing on
individual sources whose spectrum may be a�ected by low
signal to noise ratio, or be peculiar in some aspect. A thor-
ough analysis of the QSFITresults is, however, beyond the
purpose of this work, and will be discussed in forthcoming
papers. Here we will briey explore the QSFITdata to check
whether they follow the empirical relations already known
in literature ( x5.1), discuss the reliability of the QSFit con-
tinuum slope estimates (x5.2) and present a few of the major
results (x5.3).

5.1 Empirical relations

Several empirical relations have been identi�ed among AGN
spectral quantities (e.g. Sulentic et al. 2000). One of the most
important ones is the \Baldwin e�ect" (Baldwin 1977), i.e.
the correlation between the C iv 1549�A equivalent width and
the continuum luminosity. As new data became available
similar correlations have been found for other emission lines

(e.g. Baldwin et al. 1989; Kinney et al. 1990; Pogge & Peter-
son 1992; Green et al. 2001). In Fig. 15 we show the Bald-
win e�ect for the C iv 1549�A (upper panel) and Mg ii 2798�A
emission lines (lower panel) using the data from the QSFIT
catalog. The slopes (shown in the upper right corner of the
plots) are very similar to those reported in Green et al.
(2001), � 0:227 � 0:025 and � 0:187 � 0:017 for C iv 1549�A
and Mg ii 2798�A respectively, although the sample used here
is signi�cantly larger.

Another important set of correlations has been high-
lighted by means of the Principal Component Analysis
(PCA). The spectral quantities which build up the \Eigen-
vector 1" (i.e. the main driver for the variance in the ob-
served spectral properties Boroson & Green 1992) are the
peak luminosity ratios between [O iii ] and H� , the equiva-
lent width of the [Fe ii] complex at optical wavelengths, the
width of the H � emission line and a few others. These quan-
tities present strong correlations, which are likely the man-
ifestation of the underlying AGN physics (e.g. Wang et al.
1996; Boroson 2002; Sulentic et al. 2003). In Fig. 16 we show
two such correlations between the width of the broad H �
emission line (upper panel) and the peak luminosity ratios
between [Oiii ] and H� (lower panel) vs. the [Fe ii] equivalent
width, using the data from the QSFITcatalog.

These examples show that the data in the QSFITcatalog
allow to recover the most common empirical relations known
in literature. By exploiting the very large QSFITcatalog and
its additional estimates not previously available (such as the
AGN continuum slopes or the host galaxy luminosities) it
will be possible to study in a much deeper detail the cor-
relations. These topics will be the subject of a forthcoming
paper.

5.2 Reliability of continuum slope estimates

In order to assess the reliability of QSFit continuum es-
timates we compared the SDSS de{reddened averaged (or
composite) spectrum with the average spectrum of the QS-
Fit continuum components in a few subsamples spanning a
very narrow redshift range. Each composite spectrum is cal-
culated as the geometrical average of all spectra in the sub-
sample, in order to preserve the slopes in a log{log plot. Be-
fore calculating the average we normalize each de{reddened
spectrum and the associated QSFit components by the
source luminosity at wavelength � norm . Fig. 17 shows such a
comparison for the sources in the redshift bins z = 0 :1� 0:02,
z = 0 :3 � 0:002, z = 0 :5 � 0:002 and z = 0 :7 � 0:002 re-
spectively, using � norm = 5100�A (vertical grey line). The
redshift bins are shown in the upper right corner. The bin
at z = 0 :1 is larger in order to contain a su�cient num-
ber of sources. The composite spectrum of the sources in
the redshift bin whose continuum quality ag at � norm is 0
(CONT5100QUALITY, xA) is shown with a black solid line.
The number of sources in this subsample is shown in the
legend. Also shown are the composite spectrum of theQS-
Fit continuum component alone (shown with a red line) and
the composite spectrum obtained by summing all the QSFit
components except the \known" emission lines (blue line).
The latter represents the \oor" below the emission lines,
i.e. the sum of the AGN, host galaxy, iron complex and
Balmer continuum contributions as estimated by QSFit .
The average QSFit slope at � norm is shown with a (black
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Figure 13. Comparison of our estimates of continuum slopes at 1350 �A, 3000�A and 5100�A with those in S11. The estimates are not
compatible because the continuum has been estimated using two di�erent approaches: in this work we used a single power law extending
through the entire observed wavelength range, while S11 used a power law in a narrow wavelength range.

dashed line), and the numerical value is shown in the legend
along with the associated standard deviation of the mean.
Finally the purple dot{dashed line identi�es the reference
slope � � = � 1:5, to be discussed below. A similar compar-
ison is shown in Fig. 18 for the sources at z = 0 :5 � 0:002,
z = 0 :7 � 0:002, z = 1 :3 � 0:002 and z = 1 :9 � 0:002 respec-
tively, using � norm = 3000�A.

In all plots the blue line follows accurately the black

line.17 Hence QSFit is able to �nd the appropriate contin-
uum below the main emission lines, and the host galaxy,
Balmer continuum and iron templates appear adequate to

17 Such agreement between the blue and black line is best visible
when the arithmetic average is used, like in Fig. 12, in place of
the geometric one. However, in this section the focus is on the
reliability of the slopes hence we decided to show the geometric
composites only. The plots with both geometric and arithmetic
composites in all the redshift bins between 0.1 and 2 are available
in the QSFit webpage.
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Figure 14. Comparison of QSFit and S11 broad component widths of C iv 1549�A, Mg ii 2798�A and H � 4861�A emission lines. The plot
meaning is the same as in Fig. 10. The discrepancies are mainly due to the di�erent line pro�le decomposition.

�t the SDSS spectra. Having considered such components in
the above discussion, the remaining contribution is what we
assumed to be the AGN continuum ( x2.2), whose compos-
ite spectrum is shown with the red line, and whose average
slope is shown with a black dashed line.

5.3 QSFITcatalog main results

Here we will discuss two of the most important results of
the QSFit analysis, namely the lack of appreciable redshift
evolution of the AGN continuum slope and of the Balmer

continuum luminosity (when normalized with continuum lu-
minosity).

In Fig. 19 we show the ratio of galaxy luminosity over
continuum luminosity, both estimated at 5100 �A, as a func-
tion of redshift. At redshifts . 0:3 the AGN continuum com-
ponent contribution is smaller than, or comparable with, the
emission from the galaxy (Fig. 19). This explains why our
continuum luminosity estimates are smaller than the S11
ones (see Fig. 10) at low luminosities. However, for these
sources we can only indirectly probe the AGN continuum,
and our estimates rely on the assumptions that the host
galaxy template and the �xed continuum slope ( � � = � 1:7
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